
In class 1 we have been very busy working hard across the whole curriculum!  

In English we started the term learning about repetition stories, creating our own         

versions of The Three Little Pigs. We then moved on to a book study based around Toby 

and the Great Fire of London, during this unit we wrote diary entries in role as Toby. We 

then moved on to poems with rhyme in them writing our own verse for the Michael 

Rosen poem “Down Behind the Dustbin”. Finally, we have concluded the terms English 

work with letters and postcards based around the stories “Dear Dinosaur” and “Dear 

Postman”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In maths we have been learning about place value where we sorted and counted items. 

We have also been learning about addition and subtraction learning how to write number 

sentences. 

Our everyday materials topic in science was full of experiments. We looked at properties 

of materials and different types and their uses. We investigated whether materials were 

hard or soft and what was the best material for an umbrella and the best fabric for       

curtains. We have also begun to explore the seasons studying autumn and how the 

lengths of days change. 

 

 

 

 

 



. . .  

In our topic work we have learnt about The Great Fire of London, we have learnt about 

where and how it started, how fire fighting has changed over time, we found out how the 

fire was put out, where our information comes from & how reliable different sources are, 

and how the city was changed after the fire. In our geography topic we have been      

learning about hot and cold places, we have learnt about the equator, identifying features 

of hot and cold places and which animals are found there including adaptations to survive 

in their environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In art we have been learning about warm and cool colours and Wassily Kandinsky. We 

have recreated our own versions of his work considering how to place our colours to 

greatest effect. 


